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Primitivo Quiles, D.O. Alicante 
D.O. Alicante 

Located in the Autonomous Community of Valencia, down Spain’s Mediterranean east coast, D.O. Alicante 

produces elegant warm country wines, predominantly dry reds from Monastrell and sweet whites from 

Moscatel. Vines were introduced to the area by the Phoenicians around 1000BC, and a further influx of vines 

and wine culture came with the Romans. The region has long benefitted from the manifold Phonecian-

Roman gifts of wheat, oil, wine and amphorae. 

 

Alicante is the driest Spanish wine region, with 300mm or so rainfall per year. The winters are short and the 

summers are long, hot and nearly rainless. High altitude, however, with its dramatic diurnal temperature 

range, facilitates retention of acidity and the ability to maintain relative delicacy, definition and finesse.  

 

Quality classifications, along the lines of Rioja are age-based, but rarely feature in reality. Crianza wines are a 

minimum 24 months of ageing in cellar, including a minimum 6 months in wood. Reservas are 36 months in 

cellar, including a minimum of 12 on oak, and Gran Reservas are 60 months in cellar with at least 18 in wood. 

 

 

Bodegas Primitivo Quiles  

Primitivo Quiles as a bodega and as a family (los Quiles) have been involved with wine in the region since 

1780. The bodega is the oldest in Alicante, having been established in 1926. The ‘tonnels’ (giant old wooden 

vats such as Tonnel ‘Cono 4’, after which their delightful rustic house gurgler is named) were built in situ 

then. The bodega is in Monóvar. The Monovar vineyards are in the Medio Vinalopó, the central run of the 

river valley (Enrique Mendoza at Villena is north in the Alto Vinalopó), which finishes in the south-east in 

Bajo Vinalopó at Elche. The nearby hamlet of Raspay, from which they also take fruit and after which their 

main wine is named, is away from the river valley to the east. 

 

Primitivo Quiles is currently run by the 4th generation of men so named. Primitivo Quiles the 4th is GM and 

winemaker, while PQ4’s brother Francisco runs export and marketing. In the portrait at top, the Quiles men 

from left-to-right are Francisco, Primitivo the 3rd, now retired, and Primitivo 4th. 

 

 

  
Primitivo Quiles Vermouth Rojo (1 litre screwcap) 

A style first made by the Greeks in the time of Hippocrates, and flavoured by the Italian herb of the same 

name (Vermouth, that is, not Hippocrates!). PQ have made this wine since the 1920s. It’s bottled at 15% 

alcohol, which is 3% natural from fermentation and 12% of fortification; 9 degrees of potential alcohol are 

unfermented, realising 150 grams residual sugar. The wine base is Moscatel, flavoured with aromatic natural 

herbs – fennel, cardamom, cloves and more. This version is called ‘Rojo’ as the use of Arrope (cooked sweet 

must) gives the vermouth a reddish hue. The Arrope also contributes to the sweetness of the wine. 

Bittersweet, soft and gently herbal with kola bitterness and perfume at back after a nice soft fruit winey 

middle. There’s some fruit succulence, some tannin chew, and a textural progress from stony, through nutty 

to bitters. Great served straight up on tons of ice with citrus slices. 


